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We want you to have an epic trip, so if you don’t mind … please read the following so we can ensure you squeeze the 
max out of this custom trip plan! 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Your custom trip plan consists of 2 components:

1. This written pdf Custom Plan
2. A custom Google Map of your trip

This pdf:

The following pages contain our primary recommendations on where to go and what to see and do. Remember, this is a guide and you have a four 
wheel drive Jeep at your disposal ….. you can pretty much go anywhere!

We have listed out comprehensive details of what we think you want to see and experience (based on the info you have provided to us), where you 
want to go and what type of camping you like (primitive vs serviced vs so remote the moon looks overcrowded…)

The Custom Google Map:

The map not only mirrors what we have included in the pdf, it also contains multiple additional options, other points of interest, alternative experiences 
and extra campgrounds. so for example, if we recommend campground A in this written document and you arrive and for some reason it’s full, or you 
don’t like it …. then lookup another nearby campground on the map.

The map has layers (a bit like Donkey in the Shrek movie):
Each layer contains different information. There is a layer for each day, so you can easily view that day only. There are layers for other items like points 
of interest, campsites etc. Check out each layer individually, or view all at once - totally your choice.

Make your bookings ASAP:
We cannot stress this enough. while we check to see if serviced campsites have availability, sometimes they can fill up within hours. As soon as you 
have reviewed your plan, get booking! Naturally, we also provide alternatives as well as dispersed sites in the wilderness which do not need to be 
booked - you will not be stuck. Afterall, you have a roof top tent on top of your Jeep, at worst, pull over, pop the tent and go to sleep!

Finally - enjoy! We are as excited as you are about this trip (especially as we’ve put a ton of work into it. We will want your feedback when you return!
Credit: Destination BC/Reuben Krabbe

HOW TO USE THIS TRIP PLAN 
We know you are excited to read about your trip … but please read this page first … it’ll save you some time!



“Travel makes one modest. You see what a tiny 
place you occupy in the world.” - Gustave Flaubert



Waterfall approx 1 hour drive | Gold mine another 30 minutes | Beer 10 minutes from mine 
Hiking | Swimming | Historical interest | Food | Craft Beer

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

From the pickup location, head to Anza Borrego Desert State Park, California’s largest State Park at over 600,000 acres of badlands, palm oases, slot 
canyons, and cactus-studded hills. We are sending you via the town of Julian, for some activities and good food before setting up camp for the night.

Directions: Full Driving Directions (on road and off-road) available with purchased Trip Plan

During our discussion about your trip preferences, you mentioned a love of hiking and waterfalls. You are really going to enjoy the 4 mile round trip hike 
to a hidden waterfall just outside of Julian. It’s a strenuous hike and you will need proper hiking footwear as well as lots of water. Swimming is allowed 
in the pool at the base of the falls and there will be plenty of water in it (6ft deep approx) while you are there (at other times of the year, the water level 
drops significantly and the falls are more of a trickle than the rush of water you will experience). The climb back to the parking lot is over 1,000 feet 
elevation gain - so be prepared to break a sweat! 

The next stop is a little less strenuous, the Eagle and High Peak Mine. The Eagle Mine is one of the most historic gold mines from the turn of the 20th 
Century. Twenty minute tours are available taking you down into the heart of the mountain. There are plenty of artefacts to see outside of the mine too, 
so plan on staying at least an hour or two and soak in the history. Remember to mention Funki Adventures when purchasing your tour - we’ve arranged 
a little extra for our customers.

By now it’s time for a little nourishment. Head to the Julian Cafe & Bakery and ask for the Funki Adventures treatment, again, a little extra available for 
our adventurers. We recommend the Chicken Pie Turnover, but to be honest, everything here is good. Do not leave without trying their apple pie. This 
whole trip is worth it just for tasting some of that pie.

Finally, as you told us you are craft beer aficionados, take a quick walk to the Julian Beer Co. They brew onsite and again, mention Funki Adventures 
and see what happens. We know that a good beer will absolutely set the tone for the rest of the trip. However, please be responsible and remember you 
have a few miles of driving still to complete - safety is paramount and we ask that you keep the tasting to a minimum if you are the driver.

Credit: Destination BC/Reuben Krabbe

DAY 1: JULIAN & ANZA BORREGO DESERT



“We travel, some of us forever, to seek other 
places, other lives, other souls.” - Anais Nin



Site located off-road / Anza Borrego / Primitive Campground 
Multiple Undefined Sites | First-come, first serve | $0 per night | vault toilets | 92 miles | 2 hours

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Detailed directions and customized Google Map available with purchased trip plans.

The campground is located in a small desert valley about a quarter mile from Borrego Salton Seaway (Highway S-22) and allows you to camp 
anywhere you can park your Jeep. Camping at this location requires that you are fairly self-sustainable, as there are virtually no facilities provided, other 
than a couple vault toilets located within the campground. There is no running water or trash services provided - so make sure to bring plenty of 
drinking water and take any trash with you. Ground fires are not allowed in Anza Borrego State Park.

Remember, eve though you are in a remote location, you have the Satellite messenger in the glove box of your Jeep. If you have any issues or concerns, 
you can still make contact with us here at Funki Adventures. the satellite messenger can also even request a vehicle recovery service in the event you 
lock yourself out, or even get stuck (This has never happened to a customer yet, but better to have it and not need it!)

When parking your Jeep, see if you can find some level ground so the bed in the roof top tent is not sloping in any particular direction. Next, take about 
60 seconds to open your tent, maybe use the on-board kitchen to cook up a meal and … well, relax!

Try to get to bed as early as possible. The sunrise at nearby Font’s Point is simply amazing! You will feel like you’ve landed on Mars.

Alternatives: If you’d like to stay somewhere a little closer to civilization, or where you can interact with other campers, the accompanying Custom 
Google Map has outlined a number of excellent alternatives. For supplies, fuel and groceries, please refer to the map for a number of options.

Stargazing in Anza Borrego State Park:
Borrego Springs is the first International Dark Sky Community in California, having earned that distinction by restricting and modifying lights on public 
streets, outside of businesses, and even on residents’ front porches.

Credit: Destination BC/Reuben Krabbe

EVENING 1: ANZA BORREGO DESERT



“The gladdest moment in human 
life, methinks, is a departure into 
unknown lands.” 
– Sir Richard Burton



Painted and Ladder Canyons: 50 miles / 1 hour
Painted Canyon to Cottonwood Visitor Center, Joshua Tree: 27 miles \ 43 minutes
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The reason for camping at our recommended spot is its proximity to Font’s Point. Sunrise is at 6:47am the day you will be there and Font’s Point itself is 
approx 25 minutes from the campground.
Directions: 
Detailed turn by turn directions and custom Google map available with purchased trip plans.
The trail itself is an unpaved, sandy track that continues south for approximately 4 miles. The sand will be a little loose, so keep moving at a slow, but 
steady pace - it should be most compact in the center of the path. You will reach a parking place and approximately 80 yards beyond that is Font’s 
Point.
Aim to be at Fon’t Point by 6:30am to catch the full effect of sunrise and the incredible colors and shadows which are cast across the badlands below. 
The advantage of catching sunrise here is that it’s unlikely anyone else will be around (whereas it can be busy at sunset).
This is a good opportunity to break out the camp kitchen and cook up some breakfast. The Jet Boil stove will have water boiled for coffee within about 
3 minutes! Our favorite breakfast for an early morning like this is fried eggs, bacon and toast. Our vegetarian colleagues prefer to cook up some instant 
oats (5 to 7 minutes with the Jet Boil stove) adding walnuts, chia seeds, dried cranberries, granola and yogurt. Tastes fantastic in your desert dining 
room!

Next Stop: Painted Canyon
Full directions and custom google map with purchased trip plan. Off-road routes can be added for those interested in staying off highways - we build the 
plan to suit the individual!

This hike goes through Ladder Canyon and Big Painted Canyon with a little bit of everything: ladders you have to climb to get to the next section, slot 
canyons, and beautiful desert scenery that reminds you of something you would see in Death Valley. Definitely worth a visit. Again, bring lots of water 
and plan on allowing 2 to 3 hours to fully enjoy this unusual, but very cool location.

To Joshua Tree: Travel time from the Painted Canyon trailhead to Hidden Valley Campsite is only about 1 hour 45 minutes and will take you through the 
South Entrance of Joshua Tree National Park. Cross the 10 Freeway where the road becomes Cottonwood Springs Road which brings you into Joshua 
Tree National Park.
 

DAY 2 MORNING: STUNNING SUNRISE, 
JOSHUA TREE & MOJITOS IN MOJAVE?



“Once a year, go someplace you’ve 
never been before.”
– Anonymous



Painted Canyon to Cottonwood Visitor Center, Joshua Tree: 27 miles \ 43 minutes
Cottonwood Visitor Center to Twentynine Palms: 39 miles \ 1 hour
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
Once you enter Joshua Tree National Park, enjoy the drive. You will first reach Cottonwood Visitor Center,  The Cottonwood Visitor Center is one of the 
more remote park stores in the national park. Located near the south entrance, it is the gateway to many hiking experiences including the Cottonwood 
Springs area, a unique grove of palm trees and cottonwood trees. Guests can purchase park passes at the visitor center as well as obtain information 
on trail conditions, camping availability, and more.

As you progress through Joshua Tree, stop to check out incredible formations such as Arch Rock and Skull Rock. The park lies at an ecological 
crossroads, where the high Mojave Desert meets the low Colorado Desert. Once in the Park, Cottonwood Road becomes Pinto Basin Road, which in 
turn becomes Park Boulevard which will take you all the way through the Park to the northern exit at Twentynine Palms. To provide perspective, the 
drive from the Cottonwood Visitors Center is only 39 miles or approximately 1 hour to drive.

Please refer to the detailed custom google map we have supplied to see multiple points of interest, alternate routes and various options in Joshua Tree. 

NOTE: The campsites at Joshua Tree fill up quickly and it can be difficult to get one at all. We recommend you enjoy the park, spend some time there, 
but continue on to Mojave (equally as beautiful, but a lot more dispersed camping available).  If you do decide to camp at Hidden Valley Campsite (we 
recommend this one) in Joshua Tree, there will be a mailbox type structure near the entrance. You can pay here (drop cash in) and take out a sheet of 
paper which you will use to mark your campsite – just attach it to the stake/pole of the site you choose to show that you’ve ‘reserved’ it.

Suggested Activities in Joshua Tree:

Hike: Take the Lost Horse Mine Trail, a relatively easy hike, to see the parks best preserved mine & equipment
Visit Key’s View (approx. 7 ½ miles from the campground) for a spectacular sunset (if your timing is right!)

DAY 2 AFTERNOON: 
JOSHUA TREE & MOJITOS IN MOJAVE? (contd)



“I haven’t been everywhere, but 
it’s on my list.” 
– Susan Sontag



Twentynine Palms to Mojave National Preserve, Kelbaker Road Entrance: 68 miles / 1 hour 10 minutes
Kelbaker Road Entrance to Campsite: 47 miles / 50 minutes
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Directions: Detailed directions and custom google map available with purchased trip plan. This info will include where to buy groceries, where to get fuel 
and firewood.

Our directions will take you from Joshua Tree National Park, to the Kelso Dunes in the Mojave National Park . The Kelso Dunes cover 45 square miles 
and rise 650 feet above the desert floor. What do you do with such a big pile of sand? Climb it! Even if you have hiked other dunes before, Kelso will be 
an interesting experience. The 3-mile round trip hike to the top features fantastic views of the surrounding dunes and peaks in Mojave National 
Preserve. A concentrated trail leaves from the parking area, but dissolves away the farther you go. The wind and sand constantly reshapes the dunes, 
preventing the formation of a permanent trail. No matter, just aim for the summit and make your own way. You will start to create small sand 
avalanches every time you lower your boot. Don’t be alarmed if a booming sound rises beneath your feet. This is caused by hot surface sand breaking 
over the colder sand below. The somewhat unique rumble know as “singing sand” actually sounds more like a low-frequency jet engine.

The camping spot for the evening is located 37 miles away and will take about 50 minutes to reach. Directions to this secret camping spot available with 
purchased trip plan.

The camp site is located on a dirt road and high clearance/4x4 is recommended. Travel 0.23 of a mile and you will see a rock formation on your left, 
with a small open space in front where you can camp. We suggest bringing camp chairs and some drinks (Mojitos in Mojave?) up onto the rocks, from 
where you can enjoy a gorgeous sunset over the desert. Bring a camera with you up onto the rocks - you are going to see some beautiful colors as the 
sun sets. This location is remote, incredibly quiet and the perfect spot to do some star gazing after dark.

DAY 2 EVENING: MOJITOS IN MOJAVE? 



“It is not down in any map; true 
places never are.” 
– Herman Melville



Recommended camp site to Hoover Dam: 104 miles / 1 hour 45 minutes
Hoover Dam to REcommended Campsite: 40 miles / 45 minutes
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Directions: Detailed directions and additional points of interest available with purchased plans. Off-road routes provided for those interested in staying off 
paved roads.

Leave the solitude of Mojave and head in the direction of the complete opposite vibe - Las Vegas, but maybe don’t get consumed by Sin City just yet. 
Take exit 2 for 93 Business toward Boulder city and follow the Hoover Dam Access Road. Depending on your interest in engineering, you could spend 
just one hour or 12 hours here (those of us of a geeky persuasion will tend more towards the 12 hour stint….!)

Valley of Fire: After leaving the Dam, get back on the 93 west towards Valley of fire (Directions and hidden campsite info available with purchased 
plans)

Alternative: Boating on Lake Mead - 6.5 miles or 15 minutes away. Set your GPS for 490 Horsepower Cove, Nevada. There are a number of boat rental 
companies here. If you want to call in advance, try ‘Boating Lake Mead’ at 702-262-8464 or https://boatinglakemead.com/ . Options range from 
paddle-boards and kayaks to powerboats. Ask for the Funki Adventures treatment - they like us!

The price for the Valley of Fire campsite is $20 per night. To get into the park, you will pay a $10 fee per vehicle. This amount can be applied toward the 
campground fee, so you will only need to pay another $10 at the campground. Put the receipt from the entry booth into your payment envelope at the 
campground along with the remaining ten dollars.

The site is  located next to a short trail to petroglyphs on Atlatl Rock. The campground has everything you could want. Each site has a picnic table 
beneath a shade ramada, a fire ring, barbecue grill, and a space to park. Water spigots are located next to each site to provide drinking water. The 
bathrooms have flush toilets and showers. You won’t even need coins for these showers and can take hot showers at no additional charge.

For sunset, we recommend going to the highest point in the park toward Duck Rock but parking before you reach the White Domes. This area gets the 
last of the sunset when the light is almost red so the rocks really glow. Excellent for photography.

You may instead decide to continue on to Zion which is another 2 hours 20 minutes (130 miles) further East and set up camp in the South 
Campground. Toughing it out and getting to Zion by the evening of Day 3 will open up more options, such as spending more time in Zion or adding a 
visit to Bryce Canyon to the itinerary.

DAY 3: HOOVER DAM & VALLEY OF FIRE

https://boatinglakemead.com/


“Travel and change of place impart new 
vigor to the mind” - Seneca



Your preferred activities | The driving you like (on and off-road) | Camping locations to suit your comfort level
On or off road routes | Daily driving distances to match your preferences
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The previous pages are an extract from a customer trip plan, tailored to meet their specific preferences. We have shown 3 days of an epic 7 day trip 
that took them onwards to Zion National Park, Bryce Canyon, some off road trails in Utah as well as to the Grand Canyon. We’d love to build a trip like 
this for you!

When you make your reservation, here are the steps to building your dream trip:

1. You will be asked to complete a brief questionnaire (5 mins) so we can better understand what type of trip you’d like
2. A professional tour guide is assigned to create your unique trip. It takes approx 1 to 1 ½ weeks to build a comprehensive tailored trip
3. During the trip building process, we will sometimes contact you for clarification on your preferences, to verify certain activities are suitable etc
4. Your tour guide will contact campsites to ensure they are open and have availability. Campsites can fill up after we check this, so it is 

important you contact them and book asap.
5. Your custom plan along with detailed custom Google map, is emailed
6. The custom Google map includes multiple additional points of interest, numerous camping site options, details on where to buy 

gas/groceries/firewood, some quirky local places along the route and much, much more.
7. Our goal is to send you to locations that 90% of tourists or travelers never hear about, as well as to get you off the beaten path. Having a Trail 

Rated 4x4 Jeep makes this possible!
8. If you have any concerns or questions, we will answer by email or by phone, whichever is best at the time.
9. You have trip support during your adventure and can contact us to ask questions, request alternatives or to simply let us know how amazing 

your trip is!
10. Trips can be custom built from 3 days to 30 days.

DAYS 3 to 30: We’ve got you covered!



“The journey, not the arrival matters.”
– T.S. Eliot



Organizing is key on long road trips, especially when you’re camping along the way. We’ve included this  Suggested 
Packing List  to make sure you’ve got everything you need!

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SUGGESTED PACKING LIST

▢ Hat ▢ Warm jacket/ sweater ▢ Charging cords

▢ Sunglasses ▢ Rain jacket ▢ Water bottle

▢ Face mask ▢ Hiking shoes ▢ Books

▢ Shirts ▢ Socks ▢ Journal

▢ Pants / shorts ▢ Sandals ▢ Bug spray

▢ Underwear ▢ Towel ▢ Sunscreen

▢ Swimsuit ▢ Toiletries ▢ Food (and beer)


